
A Box with Four Extra Cartridges
Suites anyone who needs help with organizing the pills or for those who love to be ready.

A box for organizing and storing including 4 cartridges  
for a convenient filling and preparing in advance.

Guide

Mark of the time of taking:
A and a sticking out dot - Morning\ Green
B and two sticking out dots - Yellow\ Afternoon
C and three sticking out dots - Pale Blue\ Evening 
D and four sticking out dots - Grey\ Night

A place for personal name label

Pills filling cartridges  
according to color

Behind any cartridge,  
there is an arrow that points the 
direction to insert the cartridges  
into the distributor

Safety Instructions Labels for the time of taking and names list

• Keep in a shady and cool place
• Clean with damped cloth, without alcohol! 
• For use from the age of 16 and above
• The cartridges can be washed with water \ dishwasher and be  

ell dried Make sure the cartridges are clean and dry before use
• Place the vitamins \ pills into the cartridges according to  

the right color of the time of taking.
• In case the pills are not allowed to be extracted from their  

original package, you can cut around the pill and place it  
inside its designated cell in its original package.

• When transferring the cartridges to the Dispenser, keep an eye  
on inserting the cartridges to their right place according to the  
color on the Dispenser.

• The user is responsible for the order of the pills and the right use of 
the Box with Four Extra Cartridges - extracting and inserting\ use of 
the right pills at the right time.

For your convenience, we have added username labels,
for identification in the family when there is more than 
one user. You can write your name and paste it in the 
designated place.

* The instructions are written in a male voice but they 
address men and women as one.

Additional Accessories

Dispenser
The effective way to take care for yourself!

Smart Dispenser for Vitamin and Pill Management.
Gives you the possibility to organize your vitamins 

and medications up to a month ahead  
and based on the time of taking:  

Morning, Afternoon, Evening, and Night.

Clock Reminder
So you won’t forget any pill!

Smartwatch that will remind you  
to take your vitamins \ pills  

in accordance to the time you set it.
Including 6 notifications, beeping, and flickering. 

Attaches to the top part of the Dispenser.

Small Box To Go
Your pills are always with you!

A small pillbox is separated into  
four cells + pill cutter.  

Attaches to the bottom part  
of the Dispenser.


